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1. AMIP Model Documentation 

The Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMP) is an international 
effort to  simulate the global climate of the period 1979-1988 by specifying certain 
common boundary conditions and radiative forcings (Gates 1992). The Program for 
Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI), which is funded by the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), coordinates the AMIP on behalf of the Working 
Group on Numerical Experimentation (WGNE) of the World Climate Research 
Programme (WCRP). To date, some 30 international modeling centers are partici- 
pating in the A M P  (Table 11, and some 25 additional diagnostic subprojects are 
analyzing particular processes or  regional climatic features in these oimulations. 

A common goal of the diagnostic subprojects is to assess the impacts of using the 
diverse numerical algorithms, dynamical schemes, and physical parametezizations 
that are represented in the collection of AMIP models. To firrther this goal, a summary 
documentation of the A M P  models waa Written (Phillips 1994) to desaibe the main 
features of the AMIP models in a common h e w o r k  (Table 2). This Somationis  con- 
veyed by means of summary reports and tables, along with an extensive bibliography 
of references that may be consulted for further details on the properties of the AMIP 
models. 

2. Towards Electronic Model Documentation 

Work is in progress to translate the AMIP s- documentation into 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) for use with the publicdomain Mosaic soft- 
ware developed by the National Center for Supercomputing Applicationo (NCSA). We 
are exploiting the hypertext attributes of this software (Shneiderman and Kearsley 
1989) to  permit rapid access to those facets of the AMIP documentation that are of 
most interest to the individual scientist. This Mosaic AMIP documentation wil l  be 
accessible by the very wide number of Internet users of the World-Wide Web 0 
of hypermedia resources. 

We anticipate the public release of this electronic AMIP documentation early in 
1995. At that time, inquiries on how to access it may be directed to the author via 
Internet address phillips@tworks.llnl.gov . 

mailto:phillips@tworks.llnl.gov
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Table 1: A M P  modeling groups and their locations. 

UCLA University of California at Los Angeles Los Angeles, California 

U G ~  G o d e w  programme 
UIUC University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Urbana, Illinois 

Reading, England he UK Universities' Global Atmospheric 

I 

SUNYN 
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research Boulder, Colorado 

State University of New York at Albany/ Albany, New YorW 

I I 

b 0  IUnited Kingdom Meteorological Office IBracknell,U.K. 
I ~ 

I 

ONU ponsei University (seoul,Kol73a 



Table 2 AMIP model features described by the Phillips (1994) summary documentation. 

0 A M P  representative(s1 
0 Model designation (following a WGNEhecommended format) 
0 Model lineage (predecessor and related models) 
0 Model documentation (key references) 
0 Horizontal representation (spectral or finite differences) 

Horizontal resolution 
Vertical domain (lowesthighest atmospheric levels) 
Vertical representation (coordinates and differencing schemes) 

0 Vertical resolution 
Computer/operating system (for the AMIP simulation) 
Computational performance (minutes per simulated day) 
Initialization (of atmospheric state, snow coveddepth, and soil moisture) 
Time integration scheme(s) 
Smoothing/filling (types of algorithms used) 
Sampling frequency ( A M P  history storage interval) 
Atmospheric dynamics (state variables) 
Diaxsion (horizontal and vertical) 
Gravity-wave drag 
Solar constantlcycles (AMIP solar constant, inclusion of diurnal cycle) 
Chemistry (radiatively active gases and aerosols) 
Radiation (shortwavdongwave schemes, cloud-radiative interactions) 
Convection (deep and shallow) 
Cloud formation (prognostic or diagnostic schemes) 
Precipitation (formation and subsequent evaporation) 
Planetary boundary layer (representation and depth) 
Orography (datasets, smoothing procedures) 
Ocean (detailed treatment for AMIP simulation) 
Sea ice (detailed treatment for A M P  simulation) 
Snow cover (formation/melting, effects on strface characteristics) 
Surface characteristics (surface types, roughness, albedo, emissivity) 
Surface fluxes (momentum, heat, and moisture) 
Land surface processes (vegetation and soil thermodynamicshydrology) 


